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and emotional experience of the child, without recognizing
them as inferences, is very strong.
Parents' Observation of Infants. — Although lacking in
the precision and psychological insight necessary for research,
parents' observations of infants may nevertheless have con-
siderable accuracy and significance. First of all, they should
be made systematically and repeatedly, instead of spasmodi-
cally and irregularly, as is the case with casual observation.
Miss Shinn 5 kept a complete, careful record of the develop-
ment of her niece during the first year of life. She made
observations day by day, not merely when some particular
behavior attracted her attention. The parent or teacher, too,
should observe a child during all periods of work or play,
not only when he has done something annoying. Long
ago, Herbert expressed this idea as follows:
Nothing is learned from one experience, and just as little from
scattered observations; but one must repeat the experiment twenty
times with twenty variations before a result is obtained, which even
then opposing theories can explain each in its own way.6
In the second place, the observations should be imme-
diately and carefully recorded. Often, ordinary observation
is not immediately recorded, but is held in mind, becoming
increasingly vague and worthless as time elapses. If atten-
tion is directed toward one particular kind of behavior and
this behavior is observed for a short time at regular inter-
vals,7 the parent may obtain valuable insight into the de-
velopment of certain response tendencies. Careful scrutiny
of a particular situation will give the mother cues, for
example, as to why Mary is "stubborn." Over a period of
time the mother can study the occasions on which Mary says
"no" and "I won't," the parts that adults and children play
in the total situation, and the treatment that appears to
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